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release of the film... We've posted a couple
of trailers for Happy Endings a few days

ago, but there is now an English language
featurette to add to the pile of goodies. The

Blu-ray has two episodes from the first
season (Episode 10 and Episode 21) and

the extras are spread across two chapters
on the DVD set. Here are the contents of

the Blu-ray and DVD featurette: Chapter 1:
"Hello, My Name Is David..." Featurette:
Disc 2 Chapter 2: "The Greatest Thing
Since That Time We Were Doomed to

Die..." Featurette: Disc 2 Chapter 3: "Emmy
Award® Winner: Dan Fogler" Featurette:

Disc 2 Chapter 4: "The Return of Shark Boy
and Lavagirl..." Featurette: Disc 2 Chapter
5: "Dr. David!" Featurette: Disc 2 Chapter

6: "A Vicious Invective from Behind Bars..."
Featurette: Disc 2 Chapter 7: "Happy
Endings: They're Actually Not That

Happy..." Featurette: Disc 2 Chapter 8:
"The End of an Era" Featurette: Disc 2

Chapter 9: "The End of an Era" Featurette:
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Disc 2 'Happy Endings' is in UK cinemas
October 8th, 2008 and in the US on

October 20th, 2008. See what has been
said by the cast in our recent

interviews:Mass shootings are as American
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commonly politically inconvenient. Hence,
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attempt to give an idea of the current
status of the LHC physics in a short period

of time, and cover relevant features in
experimental results, including the 3 year
dataset that has been accumulated so far.

The emphasis will be on recent results,
most of which are relatively more mature,
and new physics coverage is well within

the scope of the present report.' author: -
'Osamu Abe (for the ATLAS, CMS, and
DZero Collaborations)' title: Workshop

Report on Studies of New Physics at the
LHC --- This report is 6d1f23a050
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